
Commercial Support for Digital Forensics Toolsets

SOLUTIONS

Expert Guidance and Custom
Development for The Sleuth Kit
and Open Source Toolsets
Open source toolsets for digital forensics are enabling a new
generation of intelligent applications supporting the needs of
law enforcement agencies, military media exploitation teams,
and commercial e-discovery providers. At the same time,
they are lowering costs for conventional investigations by
providing inexpensive alternatives to proprietary solutions.
Among the most widely-used open source toolsets are The
Sleuth Kit (TSK) and the Advanced Forensics Format Library
(AFFLIB). Both of these toolsets have been integrated into
a large number of commercial and government systems
supporting a wide range of missions. Dr. Brian Carrier,
Basis Technology’s Director of Digital Forensics, is the author
of The Sleuth Kit, and has been its primary developer for
nearly ten years. Basis Technology has also contributed key
improvements and capabilities to AFFLIB and other tools used
in open source forensics, such as Apache Tika and Apache
PDFBox.

Basis Technology’s Digital Forensics Group offers the
following services to users of open source digital forensics
toolsets:

• Commercial Support to resolve issues with integration,
performance, or compatibility;

• Certified Distributions to ensure consistent,
synchronized releases;

• Expert Guidance on architectural issues and scalability;
and

• Custom Development of new file system types, new
media types, new file formats, and new features.

COMMERCIAL SUPPORT
Like most open source projects, TSK and AFFLIB have online
user communities who can help with basic problems. E-mail
lists exist for both users and developers. In many cases, basic
questions can be answered by one of the other list members.

However, advanced questions require information from
developers or specialists. Time-sensitive problems require
resources that can be provided only by a commercial
organization experienced in supporting mission-critical
applications. For these situations, digital forensics
practitioners turn to Basis Technology for expert support with
open source toolsets, delivered with a guaranteed response
time.

Subscribers to Basis Technology’s digital forensics services are
able to ask questions about toolset use; receive assistance
with integration issues; and to report problems with current
distributions, knowing their requests will receive high-priority
treatment and be quickly resolved. Subscribers are also able
to escalate the priority of feature requests.

CUSTOM DEVELOPMENT
TSK, AFFLIB, Apache Tika, and Apache PDFBox currently
support a large number of media types, file systems, file
types, and analysis techniques. However, the fields of digital
forensics, media exploitation, and e-discovery are evolving
rapidly, necessitating the introduction of new features to
these and other toolsets. Basis Technology can accelerate the
development of new features and capabilities as contracted
deliverables to a digital forensics services agreement.

Basis Technology’s Digital Forensics Group has unique
experience with TSK, AFFLIB, and other open source tools.
Our team has the ability to rapidly develop solutions to your
problems, with end results which can be either integrated
into the publicly available versions of the relevant toolsets,
or made available as a private plug-in. This plug-in approach
allows you to take advantage of future features and fixes in the
mainstream releases.

INTEGRATION ASSISTANCE
As the capacities of hard drives, flash media, and mobile
devices grow larger each year, automation is essential to
quickly obtain results in digital investigations. One of the
unique benefits of TSK over commercial, graphical-based
forensic tools is its C library which can be easily integrated into
larger systems. This allows the creation of mission-specific
and fully-automated systems for extracting information from
digital media and mobile devices.
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Basis Technology’s digital forensic experts are ready to assist
with the design and development of mission-specific digital
forensics systems. We have experience developing systems
which may be either fully automated or operated via a
graphical user interface. We can help you determine which
components are required by your system and how best to
integrate them.

FOREIGN LANGUAGE CONTENT
The analysis of media collected from overseas locations, or
containing text in a foreign language, can lead to unexpected
roadblocks. The available investigative tools or methods may
fail in the presence of foreign language content because they
may fail to recognize media formatting or data encoding
systems used by foreign operating systems. They may also fail
to correctly interpret the dates and metadata on the system.
This will decrease the ability to find relevant data, create
timelines of digital events, and correlate data.

When these roadblocks occur, expert assistance is required.
Basis Technology’s Digital Forensics Group has deep
experience with investigations involving large volumes of
foreign language text, including the complex languages of the
Middle East, Central Asia, and East Asia.

Agencies of the U.S. government and other national
governments have repeatedly employed our team over
recent years to successfully enable some of their most
challenging investigations and media exploitation efforts.
They come to us for our unique expertise—as proven by
industry-leading solutions in such fields as entity extraction,
automatic language identification, multilingual search,
identity resolution, and automatic translation. Fundamental
to all of our solutions is an essential core competency: To find
information within the digital domain across a wide variety of
formats, encodings, languages, and cultures.

ABOUT THE SLEUTH KIT
The Sleuth Kit (TSK) is a C library along with a collection of
command line tools. They enable the analysis of hard drives
and digital media, and enable the recovery of deleted content.
TSK is frequently used via the command line tools alone or as
a library integrated into a system with a graphical front-end.

TSK runs on Windows, OS X, Linux, and many other Unix-
like platforms. It supports common file systems—such as
NTFS, FAT, HFS+, ISO9660, and Ext3—and common volume
systems—such as DOS, Macintosh, and GUID partitions.
Further information about The Sleuth Kit may be obtained at
www.sleuthkit.org.

ABOUT THE AFF LIBRARY
The Advanced Forensic Format (AFF) is an extensible,
open format for storing digital media images and related
forensic metadata. AFF’s data structures and its open source
implementation are publicly available and not encumbered
by patent restrictions or costly licensing terms. Using AFF,
the user or application developer is freed from proprietary
formats with restrictions on use. AFF enables investigators to
quickly and efficiently create permanent images of captured
or archived digital media, and use their preferred tools
to solve crimes, collect intelligence, and resolve security
incidents. Further information about AFF may be obtained at
www.afflib.org.

ABOUT BASIS TECHNOLOGY
Basis Technology provides software solutions for text
analytics, information retrieval, digital forensics, and identity
resolution in over forty languages. Our Rosette® linguistics
platform is a widely used suite of interoperable components
that power search, business intelligence, e-discovery, social
media monitoring, financial compliance, and other enterprise
applications. Our linguistics team is at the forefront of
applied natural language processing using a combination of
statistical modeling, expert rules, and corpus-derived data.
Our forensics team pioneers better, faster, and cheaper
techniques to extract forensic evidence, keeping government
and law enforcement ahead of exponential growth of data
storage volumes.

Software vendors, content providers, financial institutions,
and government agencies worldwide rely on
Basis Technology’s solutions for Unicode compliance,
language identification, multilingual search, entity extraction,
name indexing, and name translation. Our products and
services are used by over 250 major firms, including Cisco,
EMC, Exalead/Dassault Systems, Hewlett-Packard, Microsoft,
Oracle, and Symantec. Our text analysis products are widely
used in the U.S. defense and intelligence industry by such
firms as CACI, Lockheed Martin, Northrop Grumman, SAIC,
and SRI. We are the top provider of multilingual technology to
web and e-commerce search engines, including Amazon.com,
Bing, Google, and Yahoo!.

Company headquarters are in Cambridge, Massachusetts,
with branch offices in San Francisco, Washington, London,
and Tokyo. For more information, visit www.basistech.com.
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